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With the development of market economy, commercial bribe has become 
widespread in our country. The damage brought about by commercial bribe is 
multifarious. It erodes the base of the socialist market economy of our country, breeds 
corruption, induces crimes by taking advantage of duty and tarnishes the image of our 
country in the international stage. Therefore, it is urgent to fully exercise the legal 
means to crack down on commercial bribe. 
This article comprises altogether four parts. The first part gives a brief 
introduction of the concept of commercial bribe and its legal characteristics, analyzes 
the four characteristics of commercial bribe which distinguishes it from general 
economical bribe and elaborates on the social harmfulness of commercial bribe. The 
second part analyzes the defects in the current anti-commercial bribe legal system in 
our country and leads to the conclusion that a scientific and improved 
anti-commercial bribe legal system is the precondition and fundamental guarantee for 
the effective crackdown on commercial bribe. In order to improve the 
anti-commercial bribe legal system in our country, the third part of this article 
analyzes the reasons for the defects in the anti- commercial bribe legislation in our 
country and based on this analysis, proposes several countermeasures on the macro 
level for the improvement in the anti-commercial bribe legislation. As to the fourth 
part, taking into account of the problems in the anti-commercial bribe legislation in 
our country and drawing upon the favorable experience from overseas, the author 
recommends that a uniform Anti- Commercial Bribe Law be enacted and a series of 
measures of laws and systems be adopted. In addition, an Anti- Overseas Commercial 
Bribe Law is also proposed to be enacted. In the establishment of relevant 
anti-commercial bribe legal system, much importance is recommended to be attached 
to the following issues: broadening the coverage of commercial bribe and raising the 
penalty for it; establishing the prosecution authorities as the leading and coordinating 
organ in anti-commercial bribe activities; increasing the protection and award for 
whistle-blowers; excluding “precedent” evidence in anti- commercial bribe legislation 
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策机构已部署相关工作，严厉打击商业贿赂：2005 年 9 月成立了由 18 个部门组
成的“治理商业贿赂办公室”，中共中央把治理商业贿赂作为 2006 年反腐败工作



























































































                                                        




















第 8 条第 1 款对于行贿人做出了规定，即“经营者”，但对于受贿人未作规定，但
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